
雖說第一個高階程式語言是德國Konrad Zuse 先生的 Plankalkül，大約構想於第二次世界大戰

末期，然而第一個廣為使用的卻是福傳 Fortran ── Formula Translation 的縮寫。1957 年

IBM 當時的⼯程師約翰·華納·巴克斯 John Warner Backus因深切體會到編寫程式的困難，需

要更好的程式語言所創。他也就是知名的『BNF』巴科斯 -諾爾範式Backus–Naur Form 的創

始者之一，這個範式是一種表示無上下文脈絡關係 Context Free 文法之語言，可以用來描述

CF這一類的形式語言，這包括了絕大部分的電腦程式語言。其後又有了 1969 年在 Bell Labs

circa 由Ken Thompson和Dennis Ritchie所發展的 B語言，然後於 1971 年之際演變成New

B，最終於 1972 年變成了今天的C語言── After B──，形成了美麗的『ABC』語言傳

奇。

事實上 Von Neumann 的計算機架構，對於電腦程式語言的發展，有著極為深遠的影響，產生

了現在叫做 Von Neumann 程式語言，與Von Neumann 的計算機架構，同形 isomorphism同

構︰

program variables ↔ computer storage cells

程式變數對映  計算機的儲存單元

control statements ↔ computer test-and-jump instructions

控制陳述對映計算機的『測試．跳至』指令

assignment statements ↔ fetching, storing instructions

賦值陳述對映計算機的取得、儲存指令

expressions ↔ memory reference and arithmetic instructions.
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表達式對映記憶體參照和算術指令

John Warner Backus 曾經斷言，由於電腦圈長期過度強調 Von Neumann 的程式語言與計算機

架構，已經產生了『惡性循環』，使得非此類的語言由於不符合經濟而日漸式微，比方APL

語言──註︰有興趣的，可以參照這裡在 Raspbian 上安裝──。

───《CPU 機器語言的『解譯器』》

人能說話解語，未必能通熟文法！此所以成為學習電腦語言之障礙乎？就像才三十三個『關

鍵字』 keyword的 python3

看似容易掌握其『文法』，實則『語意』及『語用』並不容易也。

如果不能深入派生三『資料模型』

3. Data model

3.1. Objects, values and types
Objects are Python’s abstraction for data. All data in a Python program is represented by

objects or by relations between objects. (In a sense, and in conformance to Von Neumann’s

model of a “stored program computer,” code is also represented by objects.)

Every object has an identity, a type and a value. An object’s identity never changes once it has

been created; you may think of it as the object’s address in memory. The ‘is’ operator

compares the identity of two objects; the id()function returns an integer representing its

identity.

CPython implementation detail: For CPython, id(x) is the memory address where x is

stored.



An object’s type determines the operations that the object supports (e.g., “does it have a

length?”) and also de�nes the possible values for objects of that type. The type() function

returns an object’s type (which is an object itself). Like its identity, an object’s type is also

unchangeable. [1]

The value of some objects can change. Objects whose value can change are said to be mutable;

objects whose value is unchangeable once they are created are called immutable. (The value of

an immutable container object that contains a reference to a mutable object can change when

the latter’s value is changed; however the container is still considered immutable, because the

collection of objects it contains cannot be changed. So, immutability is not strictly the same as

having an unchangeable value, it is more subtle.) An object’s mutability is determined by its

type; for instance, numbers, strings and tuples are immutable, while dictionaries and lists are

mutable.

Objects are never explicitly destroyed; however, when they become unreachable they may be

garbage-collected. An implementation is allowed to postpone garbage collection or omit it

altogether — it is a matter of implementation quality how garbage collection is implemented,

as long as no objects are collected that are still reachable.

CPython implementation detail: CPython currently uses a reference-counting scheme with

(optional) delayed detection of cyclically linked garbage, which collects most objects as soon as

they become unreachable, but is not guaranteed to collect garbage containing circular

references. See the documentation of the gc module for information on controlling the

collection of cyclic garbage. Other implementations act differently and CPython may change.

Do not depend on immediate �nalization of objects when they become unreachable (so you

should always close �les explicitly).

Note that the use of the implementation’s tracing or debugging facilities may keep objects alive

that would normally be collectable. Also note that catching an exception with a ‘try…except’

statement may keep objects alive.

Some objects contain references to “external” resources such as open �les or windows. It is

understood that these resources are freed when the object is garbage-collected, but since

garbage collection is not guaranteed to happen, such objects also provide an explicit way to

release the external resource, usually a close() method. Programs are strongly

recommended to explicitly close such objects. The ‘try…finally’ statement and the ‘with’



statement provide convenient ways to do this.

Some objects contain references to other objects; these are called containers. Examples of

containers are tuples, lists and dictionaries. The references are part of a container’s value. In

most cases, when we talk about the value of a container, we imply the values, not the identities

of the contained objects; however, when we talk about the mutability of a container, only the

identities of the immediately contained objects are implied. So, if an immutable container (like

a tuple) contains a reference to a mutable object, its value changes if that mutable object is

changed.

Types affect almost all aspects of object behavior. Even the importance of object identity is

affected in some sense: for immutable types, operations that compute new values may actually

return a reference to any existing object with the same type and value, while for mutable

objects this is not allowed. E.g., after a = 1; b = 1, a and b may or may not refer to the same

object with the value one, depending on the implementation, but after c = []; d = [], c and

dare guaranteed to refer to two different, unique, newly created empty lists. (Note that c = d

= [] assigns the same object to both c and d.)

………

即使認識整數一之『字面符號』 literals ，這個『物件』 object 裡有什麼內涵也不容易哩！！

就像說︰如何知『賦值陳述』



7.2. Assignment statements
Assignment statements are used to (re)bind names to values and to modify attributes or items

of mutable objects:

(See section Primaries for the syntax de�nitions for attributeref, subscription, and slicing.)

An assignment statement evaluates the expression list (remember that this can be a single

expression or a comma-separated list, the latter yielding a tuple) and assigns the single

resulting object to each of the target lists, from left to right.

Assignment is de�ned recursively depending on the form of the target (list). When a target is

part of a mutable object (an attribute reference, subscription or slicing), the mutable object

must ultimately perform the assignment and decide about its validity, and may raise an

exception if the assignment is unacceptable. The rules observed by various types and the

exceptions raised are given with the de�nition of the object types (see section The standard

type hierarchy).

Assignment of an object to a target list, optionally enclosed in parentheses or square brackets,

is recursively de�ned as follows.

If the target list is empty: The object must also be an empty iterable.

If the target list is a single target in parentheses: The object is assigned to that target.

If the target list is a comma-separated list of targets, or a single target in square brackets:

The object must be an iterable with the same number of items as there are targets in the

target list, and the items are assigned, from left to right, to the corresponding targets.

If the target list contains one target pre�xed with an asterisk, called a “starred” target:

The object must be an iterable with at least as many items as there are targets in the

target list, minus one. The �rst items of the iterable are assigned, from left to right, to the

targets before the starred target. The �nal items of the iterable are assigned to the

targets after the starred target. A list of the remaining items in the iterable is then

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

assignment_stmt ::= (target_list "=")+ (starred_expression | yield_expression)
target_list ::= target ("," target)* [","]
target ::= identifier

| "(" target_list ")"
| "[" [target_list] "]"
| attributeref
| subscription
| slicing
| "*" target



assigned to the starred target (the list can be empty).

Else: The object must be an iterable with the same number of items as there are targets

in the target list, and the items are assigned, from left to right, to the corresponding

targets.

Assignment of an object to a single target is recursively de�ned as follows.

If the target is an identi�er (name):

If the name does not occur in a global or nonlocal statement in the current code block:

the name is bound to the object in the current local namespace.

Otherwise: the name is bound to the object in the global namespace or the outer

namespace determined by nonlocal, respectively.

The name is rebound if it was already bound. This may cause the reference count for the

object previously bound to the name to reach zero, causing the object to be deallocated and

its destructor (if it has one) to be called.

If the target is an attribute reference: The primary expression in the reference is evaluated.

It should yield an object with assignable attributes; if this is not the case, TypeError is

raised. That object is then asked to assign the assigned object to the given attribute; if it

cannot perform the assignment, it raises an exception (usually but not necessarily

AttributeError).

Note: If the object is a class instance and the attribute reference occurs on both sides of the

assignment operator, the RHS expression, a.x can access either an instance attribute or (if

no instance attribute exists) a class attribute. The LHS target a.x is always set as an

instance attribute, creating it if necessary. Thus, the two occurrences of a.x do not

necessarily refer to the same attribute: if the RHS expression refers to a class attribute, the

LHS creates a new instance attribute as the target of the assignment:

This description does not necessarily apply to descriptor attributes, such as properties

created withproperty().

1
2
3
4

class Cls:
x = 3 # class variable

inst = Cls()
inst.x = inst.x + 1 # writes inst.x as 4 leaving Cls.x as 3



If the target is a subscription: The primary expression in the reference is evaluated. It should

yield either a mutable sequence object (such as a list) or a mapping object (such as a

dictionary). Next, the subscript expression is evaluated.

If the primary is a mutable sequence object (such as a list), the subscript must yield an

integer. If it is negative, the sequence’s length is added to it. The resulting value must be a

nonnegative integer less than the sequence’s length, and the sequence is asked to assign the

assigned object to its item with that index. If the index is out of range, IndexError is raised

(assignment to a subscripted sequence cannot add new items to a list).

If the primary is a mapping object (such as a dictionary), the subscript must have a type

compatible with the mapping’s key type, and the mapping is then asked to create a

key/datum pair which maps the subscript to the assigned object. This can either replace an

existing key/value pair with the same key value, or insert a new key/value pair (if no key with

the same value existed).

For user-de�ned objects, the __setitem__() method is called with appropriate arguments.

If the target is a slicing: The primary expression in the reference is evaluated. It should yield

a mutable sequence object (such as a list). The assigned object should be a sequence object

of the same type. Next, the lower and upper bound expressions are evaluated, insofar they

are present; defaults are zero and the sequence’s length. The bounds should evaluate to

integers. If either bound is negative, the sequence’s length is added to it. The resulting

bounds are clipped to lie between zero and the sequence’s length, inclusive. Finally, the

sequence object is asked to replace the slice with the items of the assigned sequence. The

length of the slice may be different from the length of the assigned sequence, thus changing

the length of the target sequence, if the target sequence allows it.

CPython implementation detail: In the current implementation, the syntax for targets is taken

to be the same as for expressions, and invalid syntax is rejected during the code generation

phase, causing less detailed error messages.

Although the de�nition of assignment implies that overlaps between the left-hand side and the

right-hand side are ‘simultaneous’ (for example a, b = b, a swaps two variables), overlaps

within the collection of assigned-to variables occur left-to-right, sometimes resulting in

confusion. For instance, the following program prints [0, 2]:



See also

PEP 3132 – Extended Iterable Unpacking

The speci�cation for the *target feature.

當起於已有之『物件』，而非無所指的『標識符』 identi�ers 耶？

6.2. Atoms
Atoms are the most basic elements of expressions. The simplest atoms are identi�ers or

literals. Forms enclosed in parentheses, brackets or braces are also categorized syntactically as

atoms. The syntax for atoms is:

6.2.1. Identi�ers (Names)

An identi�er occurring as an atom is a name. See section Identi�ers and keywords for lexical

de�nition and section Naming and binding for documentation of naming and binding.

When the name is bound to an object, evaluation of the atom yields that object. When a name

is not bound, an attempt to evaluate it raises a NameError exception.

Private name mangling: When an identi�er that textually occurs in a class de�nition begins

with two or more underscore characters and does not end in two or more underscores, it is

considered a private name of that class. Private names are transformed to a longer form before

code is generated for them. The transformation inserts the class name, with leading

underscores removed and a single underscore inserted, in front of the name. For example, the

identi�er __spam occurring in a class named Ham will be transformed to _Ham__spam. This

transformation is independent of the syntactical context in which the identi�er is used. If the

transformed name is extremely long (longer than 255 characters), implementation de�ned

truncation may happen. If the class name consists only of underscores, no transformation is

1
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3
4

x = [0, 1]
i = 0
i, x[i] = 1, 2 # i is updated, then x[i] is updated
print(x)

1
2
3

atom ::= identifier | literal | enclosure
enclosure ::= parenth_form | list_display | dict_display | set_display

| generator_expression | yield_atom



done.

6.2.2. Literals

Python supports string and bytes literals and various numeric literals:

Evaluation of a literal yields an object of the given type (string, bytes, integer, �oating point

number, complex number) with the given value. The value may be approximated in the case of

�oating point and imaginary (complex) literals. See section Literals for details.

All literals correspond to immutable data types, and hence the object’s identity is less

important than its value. Multiple evaluations of literals with the same value (either the same

occurrence in the program text or a different occurrence) may obtain the same object or a

different object with the same value.

………

先此旁敲側引，不過是『倒吃甘蔗』呦◎

1
2

literal ::= stringliteral | bytesliteral
| integer | floatnumber | imagnumber




